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Multisided Generalisations of Gregory Patches
Gerben J. Hettinga 1, Ji°í Kosinka 1
1 Johann Bernoulli Institute, University of Groningen, 9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands
Abstract
We propose two generalisations of Gregory patches to faces of any valency by using generalised barycentric coordinates in com-
bination with two kinds of multisided Bézier patches. Our rst construction builds on S-patches to generalise triangular Gregory
patches. The local construction of Chiyokura and Kimura providing G1 continuity between adjoining Bézier patches is generalised
so that the novel Gregory S-patches of any valency can be smoothly joined to one another. Our second construction makes a
minor adjustment to the generalised Bézier patch structure to allow for cross-boundary derivatives to be dened independently
per side. We show that the corresponding blending functions have the inherent ability to blend ribbon data much like the rational
blending functions of Gregory patches. Both constructions take as input a polygonal mesh with vertex normals and provide G1
surfaces interpolating the input vertices and normals. Due to the full locality of the methods, they are well suited for geometric
modelling as well as computer graphics applications relying on hardware tessellation.
1 Introduction
The creation of G1 (or tangent plane) continuous surfaces from a polygonal mesh has long been a problem in computer graphics
and geometric modelling. Attaining this level of continuity locally, by using information from only one polygon at a time, is a
dicult problem. By augmenting the positional data of the mesh with vertex normals it becomes possible to assure G1 continuity
between adjacent patches by taking into account only locally dened information. Complex smooth shapes are easily modelled by
automatically generating patches based on coarse polygonal meshes. In addition, such techniques are well suited for applications
in computer graphics relying on hardware tessellation.
This work describes the augmentation of the S-patch structure [21] with Gregory terms and rational blending functions.
Moreover, the method of Chiyokura and Kimura [4] is generalised to multisided faces such that a Gregory S-patch can be joined
smoothly to adjacent (Gregory or Bézier) patches. The combination of these results in a multisided generalisation of triangular
Gregory patches. In addition, the method of Chiyokura and Kimura is also applied to generalised Bézier patches [29]. By adjusting
the control point structure of this patch it becomes possible to dene cross-boundary derivatives independently per side. This









G1 continuity is a less strict version of the parametric C1 continuity. Essentially, it means
that along the shared boundary of two parametric surfaces the surface normal eld is shared
as well. When considering the problem of joining patches with G1 continuity, some diculties
arise. It is often the case when using polynomial constructions that cross-boundary derivatives
can be matched on each one of the boundary edges separately, but internally the mixed partial
derivatives, ∂u∂v and ∂v∂u, cannot. This is known as the vertex inconsistency problem or the
twist compatibility problem. A commonly used solution is to employ rational functions that
blend the derivatives accordingly.
Multisided surface patches are well-established in computer graphics and geometric mod-
elling. They oer the ability to smoothly interpolate data over polygonal domains such that visually pleasing surface patches
are created. However, the problem of how to smoothly join several of these patches together has not been given much attention.
One such multisided patch is the S-patch [21], which is a multisided generalisation of ordinary Bézier patches. In Section 3 the
conditions of G1 continuity for S-patches are reviewed and it is shown how Chiyokura and Kimura's method can be adapted
to S-patches. We rst look at quadrilaterals (Section 3.1) and then show how the structure generalises to arbitrary polygons
(Section 3.2).
Another representation of multisided surfaces was developed by Varady et al. [29]. This multisided patch, called the generalised
Bézier patch, has a very compact structure compared to S-patches and combines transnite and control point oriented structures.
Section 4.1 shows how the structure of the generalised Bézier patch can be adjusted such that it blends ribbons in a Gregory-like
manner and guarantees G1 continuity between adjacent patches.
We then present and discuss results obtained by the two methods (Section 5) and conclude the paper (Section 6). But before
all that, we review existing work and recall relevant constructions ours build upon in the next section.
2 Related Work
There are several existing techniques that locally create C0 continuous triangular patches from meshes with normals. Phong
tessellation [2] and PN triangles [31] provide quadratic and cubic Bézier patches, respectively. Recently, both schemes have been
generalised to arbitrary n-sided polygons by use of generalised barycentric coordinates [14]. The patches can be constructed
locally per polygon and are therefore suitable for hardware tessellation [25].
Locally constructing C1 patches is a well studied problem, particularly in the nite element literature. For example, Clough
and Tocher [5] create smooth piece-wise cubic interpolants over a triangulated domain based on gradients at vertices and cross-
boundary derivatives at midpoints of edges. By splitting the original domain triangle into three micro-triangles, C1 continuous
surfaces are constructed. Gregory et al. [10] modied a bi-cubic Coons patch such that derivatives at vertices can be specied
without having to adhere to compatibility conditions. Mixed partial derivatives are blended by rational blending functions such
that C1 continuity is achieved. However, achieving C1 continuity is not possible for arbitrary polygonal meshes due to topological
constraints imposed by global parametrisations. Therefore, G1 continuity is often more appealing.
Chiyokura and Kimura [4] created a special Bézier patch, similar to Gregory's patch, where cross-boundary tangents can be
dened independently per boundary edge. Through the use of rational blending functions, edge conditions are blended smoothly
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so that a patch can be tted with tangent plane continuity into an irregular quadrilateral mesh. In addition to this, a localised
construction of a G1 cross-boundary tangent which can be determined from boundary curve data alone was given.
Later, Longhi [19] used the same constructions for cubic Bézier triangles to create a triangular Gregory patch. PNG1 triangles
[9] is a construction based on the C0 PN triangle scheme, which it augments by taking data from adjacent triangles and assuring
G1 continuity for each of the adjacent triangles separately by using Farin's method [6]. Then rational blending functions are
employed to ensure that appropriate groups of control points are blended according to parametric position.
Several comparable schemes that use rational blending also exist [1]. Shirman and Sequin [26, 27] construct a polynomial
patch type that is highly similar to triangular Gregory patches in that G1 continuity is ensured on the boundary by the method of
Chiyokura and Kimura. Instead of using rational blending functions to circumvent the twist compatibility problem, the problem is
solved by employing the Clough-Tocher-Hsieh split. G1 continuity between the split triangles is then easily achieved by employing
Farin's method [6]. The structure also extends to quadrilaterals by using a similar 4-split method, but negative results were found
for n-sided surfaces. Splitting into n triangles results into incompatible conditions at the split point.
When it comes to n-sided patches, there are generally two ways of assuring smoothness with all n adjacent patches. Either
the domain is lled up by separate parametric triangular or quadrilateral patches (see e.g. [22, 11, 15]), or a single patch is used
to cover the whole domain. Our approach uses the single-patch strategy.
There exists a wealth of Gregory- and Coons-like multisided patches that use transnite interpolation to interpolate prescribed
ribbon data [24, 28]. Similarly, in [17] a localised approach leads to a multisided Gregory patch. Planar cubic Bézier boundary
curves are generated and for each curve a G1 cross-boundary tangent function is determined. Using the cross-boundary tangent
functions of two neighbouring edges, corner interpolators are created and n of these are blended into a nal surface. The method
has the downside that the input polygons should be planar or nearly planar to obtain good results. The multisided control point
oriented construction of Zheng and Ball [35] has also been extended with Gregory terms [12, 34] for patches with six sides or
fewer. However, the parametrisation of these patches is not straightforward and no solutions exist for patches with more than six
sides.
Loop and DeRose [20] join S-patches with G1 continuity in an n-sided hole problem, but the input mesh has to adhere to
certain conditions so that the twist incompatibility problem is solved. In [18] the possibility of augmenting the S-patch structure
with control points corresponding to rational blending functions is explored. An example is given for a cubic pentagonal S-
patch, but it is assumed that the rst two rows of control points have been prescribed, and thus a quadratic cross-boundary
derivative is determined. It is noted that for each side the control points can be uniquely determined to adhere to tangent plane
compatibility conditions except for pairs of control points in the corners. A more general form of multisided Bézier surfaces, where
the parametrisation is not restricted to a certain type, was given in [16]. In addition, derivatives are provided and conditions for
smooth joins between patches are discussed.
Further work has been done to create optimal layouts of generalised Bézier patches which join with C0, G1 and even G2
continuity using non-local methods, but again the problem is restricted to twist compatible conditions [30]. One can even employ
rotation minimising frames [33] to create initial G1 or G2 continuous ribbons [23] from which generalised Bézier patches can be
created.
For future use and to establish notation, we now provide short descriptions of the method of Chiyokura and Kimura, of
triangular and quadrilateral Gregory patches, and of multisided surface representations.
2.1 The Method of Chiyokura and Kimura
The method of Chiyokura and Kimura [4] joins two Bézier patches smoothly by ensuring G1 continuity at shared edges by taking
into account only shared positional and normal data. The method is applied to the common cubic boundary curve of two adjacent
Bézier patches. Each boundary curve is dened by a control polygon, which can be used to determine positions of the inner
control points of a patch.
On the common boundary Γ(u), u ∈ [0, 1], of two Bézier patches Φa(u, v) and Φb(u, v) one can nd the versal tangent vector
∂Γ(u) along the boundary curve and the transversal, or cross-boundary, tangent vectors ∂Γa(u) on patch Φa(u, v) and ∂Γb(u)
on patch Φb(u, v). A sucient and necessary condition for G
1 continuity is the co-planarity of the three tangent vectors ∂Γ(u),
∂Γa(u) and ∂Γb(u) along Γ(u), i.e.,
det(∂Γ(u), ∂Γa(u), ∂Γb(u)) = 0, u ∈ [0, 1].
This condition can be expressed in terms of scalar-valued functions α(u), β(u) and γ(u) such that:














Figure 1: A schematic view of the boundary conditions between the basis patch Φb and the actual patch Φa. The points created
by the method of Chiyokura are depicted in red.
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Equation 1 is used to determine control points so that a cubic patch can be joined smoothly to an auxiliary patch known as
a basis patch. Consider the situation depicted in Figure 1, where an actual patch Φa is connected to a basis patch Φb. Vectors ci
constitute the edges of the cubic control polygon on the common boundary, and ai and bi belong to Φa and Φb, respectively. a0
and a3 are unit vectors orthogonal to c0 and c2, respectively, and lie in the tangent plane of the normal dened at the vertices vi
and vi+1, respectively. In case of the actual patch being triangular, the rst row of control points from the boundary are quartic
control points obtained by degree elevation. Equation 1 is then rewritten in terms of scalar functions k(u) and h(u):
∂Γa(u) = k(u)∂Γb(u) + h(u)∂Γ(u),
so that the actual patch is joined with G1 continuity to the basis patch. To solve this equation, rst express a0 and a3 as
a0 = k0b0 + h0c0, a3 = k1b3 + h1c2, k0, k1, h0, h1 ∈ R,
and set
k(u) = (1− u)k0 + uk1, h(u) = (1− u)h0 + uh1.













b3. Finally, vectors a1 and a2 can be determined as
a1 = (k1 − k0)
b0
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The connection to a basis patch can be done without having explicit knowledge of all control points of adjacent patches; the
construction relies only on data from the common boundary. The method is applied to both sides of the boundary individually
such that there are two basis patches, one on either side of the boundary. The control points determined for the actual patches
are positioned in such a way that the actual patches join with G1 continuity with the adjacent basis patches. The basis patches
themselves join each other with C1 continuity and therefore the actual patches join each other with G1 continuity, as desired.
2.2 Gregory Patches
The Gregory patch is a generalisation of Gregory's ideas [10] to tensor product Bézier surfaces [3]. Consider the control point
layout of Figure 2, left. The method of Chiyokura and Kimura is applied to all four boundary edges to obtain 8 inner control
points (shown in red), one pair per corner. Here, the twist compatibility problem is encountered and rational blending functions






(1− v)b21,u0 + ub21,v1
(1− v) + u
,
b12 =
vb12,u1 + (1− u)b12,v0
v + (1− u)
, b22 =
(1− v)b11,u0 + (1− u)b11,v0
(1− u) + (1− v)
.
These blending functions are designed such that the blended control points are in the correct position when the patch is
evaluated on an edge and thus the correct cross-boundary derivative is maintained.
Longhi [19] applies the same idea to triangular Bézier patches such that a triangular Gregory patch is constructed. Consider
the layout in Figure 2, right, of a triangle with cubic boundary curves, and the 6 points (shown in red) generated by using the
method on the boundary curves after degree elevation from cubic to quartic. The degree elevation step is required to match the
cubic cross-boundary derivative, corresponding to a quartic triangular Bézier patch, constructed by the method. These points
describe the three inner control points of a quartic Bézier triangle. Again, pairs of these points are blended rationally:
b211 =
(1− w)vb211,uv + (1− v)wb211,uw
(1− w)v + (1− v)w
,
b121 =
(1− w)ub121,uv + (1− u)wb121,vw
(1− w)u+ (1− u)w
,
b112 =
(1− u)vb112,vw + (1− v)ub112,uw
(1− u)v + (1− v)u
.













Figure 2: The control net of a quadrilateral Gregory patch (left) and the control net of a triangular Gregory patch (right). The
diamonds are quartic control points obtained by degree elevating cubic control points. Red points are the inner control points as
constructed by the method of Chiyokura and Kimura.
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Figure 3: The control point layout of a cubic pentagonal S-patch. The red control points mark the inner control points of each
Bézier sub-triangle.
2.3 Multisided Surface Representations
Bézier triangles is a successful technique to dene surfaces over triangular regions by using barycentric coordinates. Likewise,
tensor product Bézier surfaces posses equal qualities, but are dened over quadrilateral regions and use bi-linear coordinates.
However, when dealing with regions with more than four sides the parametrisation should be done using generalised barycentric
coordinates.
Generalised barycentric coordinates provide a coordinate system in which any point p on a planar polygon can be expressed
as a weighted combination of the polygon's vertices. Given a cyclic ordering of vertices vi, i = 1 . . . n of a polygon, barycentric
coordinate functions φi, i = 1 . . . n partition unity
∑n
i=1 φi = 1, are non-negative φi ≥ 0, ∀i on the polygon, and satisfy the
barycentric property
∑n
i=1 φi(p)vi = p. The coordinate functions linearly interpolate on the boundary, and satisfy the Lagrange
property φi(vj) = δij , where δij is the Kronecker delta. When n = 3 the coordinates are the same as the regular barycentric
coordinates. For n > 3 the coordinates are no longer unique. An extensive overview of generalised barycentric coordinates can
be found in [8]. To parametrise an arbitrary non-planar polygon, we use an auxiliary parametrisation domain, a regular polygon
of valency n, which is parametrised by Wachspress coordinates [32, 14].
Bézier surfaces that use generalised barycentric coordinates are referred to as multisided Bézier surfaces or S-patches [21]. An












Here, d is the degree of the surface, n is the number of sides, bα are the control points, and Bdα(φ) are the multinomial expansions








When n = 3, the coordinates φ are just the regular barycentric coordinates, and thus Bézier triangles are reproduced. When
n = 4 and φ are the Wachspress coordinates [32] on a square domain, it can be easily seen that the S-patch becomes a tensor
product Bézier surface since the coordinate functions reduce to bilinear coordinates. All these nice properties make S-patches an
attractive choice for geometric modelling. However, the control point structure increases in complexity as the number of sides
increases and also when the degree of the patch increases. It can be quite challenging to manually or even automatically position
all the control points to get a desired surface.
Intuitively, when d = 2 or d = 3, S-patches can be interpreted as a combination of all possible degree d triangular Bézier





triangles that can be constructed. For n = 5, there are already 10 such triangles. In our cubic example in Figure 3, the centre
control point of each such triangle is marked in red.
Generalised Bézier patches [29], or GB patches, are a multisided control structure that combines transnite and control-
point-oriented structures. Like for S-patches, generalised barycentric coordinates are used to dene local parameters and blending
functions. The resulting patches and structure are loosely similar to tensor product Bézier surfaces and they inherit many of their
properties.
A GB patch is a combination of n Bézier ribbons. On each side of the patch a degree d Bézier ribbon is dened by taking into
account l rows of d + 1 control points with l = (d + 1) mod 2. For each ribbon, bivariate tensor-product Bernstein polynomials
are used:












For ribbon i of a patch, which corresponds to the edge spanned from vertex vi−1 to vi, local parameter functions can be




, hi = 1− φi − φi−1,
where si is known as the side parameter and hi as the distance parameter. They are constructed so that they have the same
behaviour as ordinary bilinear coordinates. si varies from 0 to 1 on side i, and hi is 0 exactly on side i but increases on the interior
of a patch and linearly on sides i+ 1 and i− 1. bijk are the control points as oriented from side i. The labelling of control points
of a single ribbon is given in Figure 4. The control points of the remaining sides are labelled analogously and control points in the










Figure 4: The control net of a cubic generalised Bézier patch. The centre control point is depicted in yellow and internal control
points in red. The labelling of the control points corresponding to one side is given, the rest can be labelled analogously.
side, as well as blending control points which are shared by multiple sides such that they are weighted by a linear combination of






1 2 ≤ j ≤ d− 1
hi+1
hi+hi+1
j > d− 1
. (3)
For higher degrees, these functions have to deal with certain other constraints [29], but these do not concern us as we are interested
only in the cubic case.
Adding all contributions results in a patch denition that is not necessarily ane invariant, meaning that the weighted
Bernstein polynomials of all the sides may not sum to unity. This can be easily xed by augmenting the patch structure with













This function employs the principle of weight deciency, which is a versatile correction term. It adds the weight that is needed
to have functions exactly partition unity, by adding that which is decient and assigning this to some centrally placed control
point. This centre point is best placed somewhere in the inner-most ring of control points of the patch. It is assumed that the
ribbons on each side provide G1 continuity with respect to adjacent patches and are internally twist compatible. Combining all
these elements yields the following denition of a GB patch:
n∑
i=1
Sdi (si, hi) +B
d
0C.
We are now ready to introduce our rst construction of multisided patches with G1 continuity between adjoining patches.
3 Gregory S-patches
General conditions for a G1 join between S-patches are given in [20]. The conditions can be interpreted in two ways. First, they
can be viewed in terms of boundary panels. Each boundary panel is a group of n control points oriented in a ring-like structure.
Three of these panels are highlighted as bold pentagons in Figure 5, far left. A way to join S-patches smoothly is to make sure that
the boundary panels are ane images of each other and that the panels are co-planar with the panels of the adjoining patch [7].
However, this procedure is dicult and requires that many control points have to be in more than one position as the conditions
for adjacent boundaries might not be compatible, similar to the conditions of PNG1 triangles [9].
Secondly, the G1 conditions can be interpreted in terms of Bézier sub-triangles. As mentioned in Section 2.3, S-patches can
be seen as combinations of unique triangular Bézier patches that can be constructed on an n-sided polygon. Using this property,






Figure 5: A pentagonal cubic S-patch. The three boundary panels in bold on the far left can be seen as coming from three distinct








Figure 6: A schematic view of the rst row of control points of a quadrilateral cubic (Gregory) S-patch from one side. The points
denoted by diamonds are degree elevated cubic control points. The two Bézier sub-triangles are denoted in red and green as well
as the inner control points obtained by using the method of Chiyokura and Kimura for both sub-triangles. The rest of the control
points have been omitted.
Figure 5, left to far right. Smoothly joining these Bézier sub-triangles to an adjoining patch is subject to the general conditions
for a G1 join between triangular Bézier patches. For a polygon with n sides there are n− 2 Bézier sub-triangles per edge which
determine the conditions for G1 continuity across that edge, and each of these should be joined smoothly to an adjoining patch.
This in turn means that all the boundary panels have been set and the S-patch will join with G1 continuity to the adjacent patch.
Each Bézier sub-triangle T (vi−1,vi,vj) on side i (the edge given by vi−1 and vi) has the cross-boundary derivative
∂T (vi−1,vi,vj)(u) on the edge Γi(u) with u ∈ [0, 1]. Here, the cross-boundary derivative is taken in some arbitrary parametric
direction not along u. As shown e.g. by Farin [6], the derivative of a degree-elevated triangular Bézier patch can be expressed in
terms of the `elevated' control points in the rst row in from the edge and the original control points on the boundary edge. This
also applies to the sub-triangles.
Turning back to Equation 1, we obtain for each sub-triangle on side i that
αi,j(u)∂Γi(u) + βi,j(u)∂T (vi−1,vi,vj)(u) + γi,j(u)∂Γb(u) = 0,
where ∂Γb(u) is the cross-boundary derivative of the adjoining patch at side i. And we know from Section 2.1 that this can be
solved using the method of Chiyokura and Kimura, applied to each sub-triangle separately, including rational blending of some
of the arising control points. This then implies that all the sub-triangles will connect with G1 continuity to the adjoining patch,
which in turn means that the constructed Gregory S-patch, which is a combination of its sub-triangles, will be G1-connected as
well.
The case of four sided polygons is examined rst.
3.1 Quadrilateral Gregory S-patches
The quadrilateral Gregory S-patch builds on the quadrilateral cubic S-patch where all edge control points have been determined.
These control points are shown as white bullets in Figure 6. This includes the control points of internal edges, e.g. the edge
spanned from vertex vi to vi+2. Edges like these are not edges in the traditional sense, but can be interpreted as edges of Bézier
sub-triangles. In our construction, we set all these control points by projecting points on the edges of the input polygon onto
tangent planes of the normals dened at vertices, as proposed in [14, 31].
As mentioned above, the conditions on the boundary are determined by a select few of the Bézier sub-triangles. In the case of
quadrilaterals these are only two per boundary, pictured as the red and the green triangle in Figure 6. Chiyokura and Kimura's
method is applied to both of these triangles after all edge curves, including edges spanned over the interior of the polygon, have
been degree elevated to quartic curves. Only the pairs of points generated at corners have to be blended rationally.
The blending functions are a straightforward generalisation from the triangular case of Gregory patches, and are best un-
derstood as being oriented from a corner. The blending function of the i-th corner for two control points pi−1 and pi+1 is:
βi(pi−1,pi+1) =
(1− φi+1)φi−1pi−1 + (1− φi−1)φi+1pi+1
(1− φi+1)φi−1 + (1− φi−1)φi+1
. (4)
This ensures that on the side of vertices vi−1 and vi the blending function results in point pi−1, and on the side of vertices vi
and vi+1 the blending function yields point pi+1. In total there are thus 4 such blending functions, one for each corner. It is
easy to see that when n = 3 the blending functions of [19] are reproduced.
As stated before, the rest of the control points generated by the method of Chiyokura and Kimura can be used without
blending and are quartic control points. Therefore, all remaining cubic control points should be degree elevated to quartic such
that the end result is a quartic S-patch with four rationally blended inner control points. In addition to this, another control
point results from degree elevating the S-patch. This control point can be regarded as another type of centre control point and its
associated Bernstein control function is B41111(φ). It should be noted that this centre control point does not aect the derivatives
on the boundaries. This type of control point only occurs in patches with more than 3 sides, and thus Gregory S-patches exactly
reproduce triangular Gregory patches. The resulting surfaces for the quadrilateral case are slightly dierent from quadrilateral
Gregory patches due to the extra control point and the dierence in degree.
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Figure 7: A schematic view of the steps involved in constructing a Gregory S-patch. From left to right: Construction of edge
curves and degree-elevation of edge curves, application of the method of Chiyokura and Kimura to boundary curves, and setting
the positions of the free control points. White bullets represent cubic control points, white diamonds represent quartic control
points for edge curves, green diamonds represent points constructed by the method of Chiyokura and Kimura, blue diamonds are
free quartic Bézier sub-triangle points, and red are free quartic centre points.
3.2 Generalisation to Arbitrary Polygons
Now that the basic foundation has been made, the step towards arbitrary polygons is taken easily. Again, a net of cubic boundary
curves is generated. Then all boundary curves are degree-elevated to quartics and the method of Chiyokura and Kimura is applied
to all relevant Bézier sub-triangles (those that contain a boundary edge). Control points in the corner of the patches will have
double denitions relative to which side they have been constructed from. These points are blended using the generalised rational
blending functions of Equation 4.
For n > 3, this will not set the positions for all inner control points. A few inner points are free to set [20] as they have no








. This can be determined by




sub-triangles which have 3 inner control points each. The method constructs two points for each (n− 2)
of these sub-triangles on each edge. Then there are still n points too many as there are duplicate control points at each corner.




free control points. The number of free control points, which













The construction of a Gregory S-patch can be summarised in the following steps:
• Construct cubic Bézier edge curves by projecting points onto the tangent planes dened at the vertices (see [14, 31]).
• Degree-elevate all constructed curves to quartic Bézier curves.
• Identify for each boundary edge the n− 2 connected incomplete Bézier sub-triangles, then
 Use Chiyokura and Kimura's method (see Section 2.1) to construct two inner control points (depicted as green
diamonds in Figure 7) per Bézier sub-triangle using the data of the boundary curve and the adjacent quartic Bézier
curves that form the incomplete Bézier sub-triangle.
 Construct a rationally blended control point by combining duplicate control points (encircled by ellipses in Figure 7,
right), one per pair, in the corners of the patch with the rational blending functions of Equation 4.
• For all incomplete Bézier sub-triangles
 Calculate positions for the free control point(s) (depicted as blue diamonds in Figure 7, right) by averaging positions
of previously determined inner control points of other Bézier sub-triangles.
• Construct positions of quartic centre points (depicted as red diamonds in Figure 7, right) by averaging control point
positions of previously determined inner control points.
Our Gregory S-patch diers from the S-patch with Gregory terms described by Lodha [18], where the involved derivatives
are quadratic, whereas our derivatives are cubic. Constructing a quadratic derivative locally requires that one or more scalar
functions in Equation 1 have to be xed or that many control points need double denitions. This restricts the freedom in setting
the boundary curves and makes it dicult or even impossible to construct cross-boundary derivatives locally.
The large number of free control points can be used as shape handles to control the shape of the interior of the patch. However,
currently we set the positions of these control points as convex combinations of other control points. Another good heuristic might
be to ensure cubic precision, but visually this might barely aect the resulting surface as the inuence of the free control points
is typically minimal, especially for lower valencies.
Since many of the control points of the Gregory S-patches are free to set, they can also be replaced by a single control point
by employing the same principle of weight deciency, as for GB patches, into the S-patch structure. By evaluating only the basis
functions of control points that are determined by G1 continuity, the decient weight can be eciently determined. This can be
done by summing all relevant basis functions and subtracting this from unity. This decient weight can then be assigned to a
centrally placed control point.
Table 1: A table showing the number of inner control points and how many of those are free to set per valency.
valency 3 4 5 6 7 8
all 12 31 65 120 203 322
inner 3 13 35 75 140 238
free 0 1 10 33 77 150
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4 Gregory Generalised Bézier Patches
The default form of generalised Bézier (GB) patches, as given in [29], assumes that the twist compatibility problem has been
solved. In this way, adjacent ribbons can be matched inside a GB patch such that the ribbons connect with G1 continuity
to adjacent patches and also are internally compatible by sharing certain control points. However, solving twist conditions for
arbitrary meshes can be an expensive pre-processing step [23]. We now show that the same method of locally creating independent
G1 joins per edge can be applied to GB patches.
Consider an n-sided polygon with normals dened at vertices. For each edge two extra control points can be dened by using
projections onto tangent planes such that a loop of cubic Bézier boundary curves is created, again following the approach taken
for curved PN triangles [31]. The boundary control points are marked by white bullets in Figure 8. The method of Chiyokura
and Kimura can be applied again, yielding, like with Gregory patches and Gregory S-patches, doubly dened control points at
each corner, which have to be dealt with appropriately. The construction of a Gregory GB patch is a simple process and can be
summarised in the following way:
• Construct cubic Bézier boundary edge curves by projecting points onto the tangent planes dened at the vertices (see
[14, 31]).
• For each boundary curve use Chiyokura and Kimura's method (see Section 2.1) to construct two inner control points
(depicted as red bullets in Figure 8).
• Construct the centre control point by averaging inner control points (depicted as a yellow bullet in Figure 8).
Due to the structure of GB patches, the blending of these control points does not have to be done explicitly. Instead, it can
be achieved by slightly changing the structure of the patch so that certain control points are not shared between ribbons. The
control structure of Gregory GB patches can be seen in Figure 8. The control points in the corners of an ordinary GB patch (see
Figure 4) have now been split into two points each such that they adhere to the G1 conditions of their respective boundary edges.
The evaluation of each ribbon is then done using only its corresponding control points. No explicit blending similar to Equation 4
is applied to the corner control points as the scalar functions µijk (see Equation 3) can be used to do just this. It also means than
no degree-elevation is needed.
If the twist terms of adjacent ribbons coincide, the standard form of the GB patch is reproduced. The quadrilateral form of a
Gregory patch is reproduced as we use a square parameter domain in combination with Wachspress, and thus bilinear, coordinates.
No weight deciency occurs in this case.
4.1 G1 Continuity
It remains to show that the adjusted layout of control points guarantees that the patches behave like normal Bézier patches on
patch boundaries and that they can be joined smoothly to other patches. As demonstrated in [29], the cross-boundary derivative




(bij1 − bij0)B3j (si). (5)
Moreover, the ribbons of the distant sides have no eect on the boundary conditions (Section 2.3). In addition, Bernstein functions
are reproduced on Γi(si).
Since the only dierence from the original GB patches are the extra control points in each corner instead of control points
which are shared between ribbons, it suces to address only the corresponding blending functions. For example, in the original
GB patch bi−121 = b
i
11 and this control point's blending function is
µi−121 B
3




























Figure 8: The control net of a pentagonal Gregory GB patch. Red points are points constructed by Chiyokura and Kimura's
method and the centre control point is marked in yellow.
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Figure 9: Reection lines on a tetrahedron model with triangular Gregory (S-)patches (left) and triangular Gregory GB patches
(right).
The inuence of the control points belonging to the edges adjacent to Γi(si) vanishes since µ
i−1
21 = 0 and µ
i
11 = 1. This also










(See Equation 3). It is clear that µi−121 = 0 on side i since hi = 0. The same argument applies to the right
corner as well.
It remains to treat derivatives. Again, the cross-boundary derivative is taken in some arbitrary parametric direction not along






























In the original setting the second term either vanishes as hi = 0, or is cancelled out by the contribution from side i − 1 with












, j < 2.
This last part can be seen from Equation 6 by switching around the indices such that it becomes the contribution of side i − 1
with respect to side i. In addition, hi = 1− si−1 = 0 and si = hi−1 on Γi [29].
For j = 1 and k = 1 in the Gregory GB patch case, the second term in Equation 7 is not cancelled out as the blending















However, since the derivative is evaluated on Γi we have hi = 0. This means that Bernstein polynomials for the oending terms
vanish, B31,1(si, hi) = B
3
1,1(si, 0) = 0, and the original derivative ∂(B
3
1,1(si, hi)) is retained, as we set out to show.
The addition of the extra control points makes it so that each ribbon can express cross-boundary derivatives independently.
By using the same structure of blending functions, twist compatibility constraints are resolved as the mixed derivatives are blended
similarly as in ordinary Gregory patches.
It is clear that the structure is suitable for a very compact way of creating G1 multisided patches locally per polygon.
The patches oer a much simpler structure than Gregory S-patches, which have a relatively high number of control points in
comparison. Moreover, the Gregory GB patch remains cubic and need not be degree elevated to quartic, to suit the inner control
points. Consequently, the total number of control points of a Gregory GB patch is 5n + 1, and thus grows only linearly with n,
instead of quartically. This fact can easily be seen from the control point structure of a Gregory S-patch (see Figure 7) compared
to the structure of a Gregory GB patch (see Figure 8).
5 Results & Discussion
We now present and discuss results obtained with the two methods. For all meshes shown in this section, vertex normals have
been obtained by averaging face normals. The normals along with the vertices of a single polygon are used as an input to generate
Gregory S-patches and Gregory GB patches. As mentioned above, boundary control points are set using the projection method
of curved PN triangles and all parametrisations are done using Wachspress coordinates over regular polygons.
The triangular case of Gregory GB patches is interesting as the control point layout is very similar to triangular Gregory
patches. As both constructions involve the use of the same methods for satisfying the boundary conditions the resulting surfaces
are nearly identical. Even though triangular Gregory (S-)patches use degree elevated boundary curves, the results are still very
similar as can be seen in Figure 9.
The results of applying Gregory S-patches and Gregory GB patches to simple shapes are shown in Figure 10. The methods
are able to join together patches with any number of sides, as well as faces which are non-convex and highly irregular as can be
seen in Figure 11; see also the accompanying video material. In some cases, non-convex polygons will give undesirable results,
in particular when the polygonal domain is planar or nearly planar. In this case the re-entrant corners will fold over and create
sharp creases, as is the case with the original S-patch method and nearly all multisided patch schemes.
The techniques dier from other locally constructed Gregory-like patches [17] that use transnite interpolation to interpolate
boundary conditions smoothly on the interior of a patch, as Gregory S-patches and Gregory GB patches are entirely determined by
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Figure 10: From left to right: The input mesh (normal maps), shading on Gregory S-patches, shading on Gregory GB patches,
reection lines on Gregory S-patches, and reection lines on Gregory GB patches. Polygons of the input meshes from top to
bottom: 30 quads (3D cross); 12 pentagons (dodecahedron); 8 triangles, 12 hexagons; 8 quads 8 hexagons and 6 octagons; 56
triangles, 634 quads, 40 pentagons and 4 hexagons (Spot).
control points. In addition, the construction of the cross-boundary tangent is not exclusive to the techniques and does not depend
on the actual polygonal domain, making it possible to support arbitrary domains by using an auxiliary regular parametrisation
domain [14] and to embed arbitrary ribbon data.
The resulting surfaces for Gregory GB patches seem to be very similar to Gregory S-patches. This is due to the same way of
solving the G1 conditions on the edges. Dierences in fullness can be attributed to the placement of the centre control point and
the placement of free control points of Gregory S-patches. It has been noted that inuence of the centre control point increases
when a polygon with a greater number of sides is considered for GB patches [30].
Gregory S-patches and GB patches can be smoothly joined together as can be seen in Figure 12. In this way, all types of
Gregory patches can be used on a polygonal mesh.
The free control points and the normals can be perceived as the shape handles of the surface patches. Generally, the method
of Chiyokura and Kimura generates visually pleasing joins between patches, but the normals at vertices should not have too great
a dierence with the actual surface normal of the input face. In such extreme cases the surface might bend and create bumps and
cusps at boundaries so as to meet the boundary conditions. It has been noted before [3] that the extremely localised approach
might create unsatisfactory results if not applied to `reasonable' meshes. Alternatively, the visual connection between patches
can be improved by taking into account information about adjacent patches. Naturally, the ribbon data can be supplied without
using localised methods to determine control points. The structure of the patches is not exclusive to the method of Chiyokura
and Kimura and ribbon data can be embedded into Gregory S-patches and Gregory GB patches as well.
The use of the method of Chiyokura and Kimura to construct ribbons for GB patches provides a compact and local method
to construct G1 multisided patches. In contrast to the proposed methods in [29, 30], this method is completely local, requiring
only vertices and normals per polygon, and therefore suitable for GPU tessellation. This also applies to Gregory S-patches as
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Figure 11: From left to right: the input mesh (normal maps), shading on Gregory S-patches, shading on Gregory GB patches,
planar slicing on Gregory S-patches, and planar slicing on Gregory GB patches. The patches have been coloured by valency and
the outlines of the patches are depicted. Polygons of the input meshes from top to bottom: 20 triangles, 20 quads, 12 pentagons
and 120 hexagons; and 6 quads and 12 hexagons.
these too can be generated entirely on the GPU. The use of an auxiliary regular parametrisation domain has no unwanted eects
on the resulting surfaces.
The sum of the basis functions of cubic (Gregory) GB patches are plotted in Figure 13 on the regular parametrisation domains.
As noted in [29], weight excess occurs in the triangular case but stays below 1.15. As mentioned before, the square domain exhibits
no weight deciency and the basis functions sum to unity. Weight deciency occurs only in polygons with more than four sides.
Our implementation uses OpenGL tessellation shaders to render the multisided patches sending only the required data, vertices
and normals, to the GPU. With regard to performance, Gregory S-patches perform worse than Gregory GB patches due to the
high number of control points, especially if the mesh contains faces of high valency.
6 Conclusion
The use of Chiyokura and Kimura's method in multisided control structures such as S-patches and generalised Bézier patches
provides a basis for the generalisation of triangular and quadrilateral Gregory patches to arbitrary polygons. The local nature of
the method is easily extended to multisided faces. A reformulation for the conditions of G1 continuity for S-patches creates an
opportunity to generalise the method of Chiyokura and Kimura to such structures. In addition, the generalisation of the rational
blending functions using generalised barycentric coordinates solves the twist compatibility problem. Thus, S-patches can be t
with G1 continuity into an irregular mesh of Gregory patches. However, a general problem with the S-patch structures persists,
namely the large number of control points. This can be partly solved by introducing weight deciency into (Gregory) S-patches.
Figure 12: A hexagonal Gregory GB patch smoothly joined to pentagonal and quadrilateral Gregory S-patches. Input mesh and
normals (left), planar slicing (middle) and reection lines (right) on the resulting surfaces.
0.0
1.0
Figure 13: Sum of the basis functions of cubic GB patches on regular polygons. Weight excess occurs in the triangular case and
the functions sum to unity everywhere on the square. The rest of the polygons exhibit weight deciency.
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Generalised Gregory Bézier patches have fewer control points compared to S-patches and generate similar surfaces. The aug-
mentation of the original structure with just a few extra control points creates ribbons that can dene cross-boundary derivatives
independently per side. The original blending functions have the inherent ability to blend boundary conditions much like the
rational blending functions of Gregory patches.
The ability of local methods to construct G1 continuous joins between multisided patches make them very suitable tools in
geometric modelling and computer graphics, as they provide pleasing visual results. Moreover, the localised construction makes
them suitable for use on polygonal meshes such that they can be rendered eciently using hardware tessellation [13].
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